Proposal Summary of Proposal
R10

R11

Pool Competitions
During the backstroke flipturn, additional independent kicking and gliding is allowed after the
swimmer rolls past vertical. This is a significant departure from the USA‐S and FINA rules.
For SCY meets, your age group will be determined by your age on Dec 31 rather than your age on
the last day of the meet. This is the same as the current rule for SCM and LCM meets.

Result of Motion
Failed

Failed

R12‐R13 The age group for SCY relays will be determined by the cumulative ages of the four swimmers, and Failed
will be grouped into the same age groups as meters competitions: 72‐99, 100‐139, 140‐179, etc.
Currently SCY relay age groups are determined by the age of the youngest swimmer on the relay.
R18
R19
R48
R49

Swimsuit rule for SCY meets: anything is allowed, no restrictions on either coverage or material. All
"tech" suits are allowed, as are wetsuits.
Swimsuit rule for SCY meets: only textile materials, but zippers are allowed and both men and
women will be allowed coverage from knees to neck.
Allows splits and leadoffs recorded with 2 buttons or 2 watches to count for Top 10.
Allows swimmers to submit initial split requests for non‐backstroke individual events up to 30 days
after the meet. Currently the request must be submitted by the end of the meet.

Failed
Failed
Passed as amended
Withdrawn

Expansion on All‐American status to top 5 times in individual events and top 3 times in relays.
Currently only the swimmers with top‐ranked times earn AA distinction.
Open Water and Long Distance Competitions
One‐event registrants will not be eligible to compete in OW/LD national championships.

Failed

LD36

Changes swimwear rules for open water races. Defines two categories of swimwear: category one
swimwear complies with current FINA rules for pool competition, disallowing the faster "tech"
suits, while category two swimwear will include tech suits and wetsuits. Also see LD78.

Passed

LD59

Allows swimmers to do certain postal swims in 25‐m pools and report the result as if it had been
done in 25‐yd pools.
Only swimmers in category one swimwear may compete in national championship events. Race
directors have the option of allowing competitors in category two swimwear to participate but
they will not be eligible for awards.
Authorize the LD committee to develop a new national ranking system for OW/LD events

Passed

R54‐5

LD6

LD78

LD102

Passed

Passed

Failed

